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INTRODUCTION

The useful ran~e of deflection

DEFZECZ!ION RANGE

Underwood

of’a control surface
is ordinarily linit~d by the occurrence of flow sepa-
ration on the co?lvex side of the surface behind the
hinge. After this separation occurs the hinge moment
increases rapidly, making It extremely difficult to
deflect the aileron beyond this point at high speed.
An aileron following the shape of the original airfoil
forms an outside corner on one side of the flap hinge
when it is deflected through a small angle. The
increased local veloclty around this corner, which is
followed by an adverse pressure gradient, is responsible
for the flow separation.

When beveled ailerons were constructed for the
XP-51 airplane, the bevel was built up by spreading
the upper and lower surfaces apart behind the hinge
(see fig. 1, configuration B, and fig. 2 of refere#~l),
making a sli~~t inside corner on each surface.
the flight tests, it was noted that these ailerohs
showed a somewhat greater useful range of deflections
and gave slightly better control at low speed than did
the original ailerons.

In an attempt to further increase the useful range
of angular deflections, the aileron shown in figure 1,
configuration C, was designed. The more pronounced inside
dorner at the aileron hinge point causes an initial posi-
tive pressure peak, so that a certain amount of deflec-
tion is possible before the pressure curve becomes flat.
The purpose of’the present investigation mado in the
Langley MeinorialAeronautical Laboratory two-dimensional
low-turbulence tunnel wag to determine the general
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aerodynamic
particular,

characteristics of’this aileron and, in
to determine its useful angular range.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

A scale model having a 36-inch w~ng chord and
35 .75-inch span was made to correspond to the measured
ordinates of an intermediate section of tk.eaileron
portion of the wing (16 inches outboard from the inboard
end of the right aileron) of the .XP-51 airplane. The
wing section was modified aft of the 70-percent chord
point In order to fair In the ~.l~&chord aileron.
(See fig. 1, configuration C.) The ordinates of the
modified wing section forward of the aileron hinge lino
and the original measured ordinates of the plain wing
are given in table I.

The ai~eron shapes tested are shown in figure 2.
The three ailerons were hinsed at the 85-percent chord
poitlt. Therefore, with the 0.1~5-chord aileron the
wing chord was reduced approximately 0,2 inch. In the
sealed condition, the aileron nose gap was sealed with
thin rubber dam.

For the low-drag condition, the model was finished
with number LOO waterpaper to produce aerodynamically
smooth surfaces. For the high-drag condition, the
model surfaces were the same as in the low-drag condi-
tion; but roughness strips, reads of Carborundum Grzins
embedded in Glue on a l-inch strip of Scotch tapez
were placed on the upper and lower surfaces near the
leading edge of’the model.

Lift and drag measurements of the model were made
by the methods described in reference 2. The profile-
drag and lift coef’~iclents were based on a nominal wing
chord of 36 inches. The aileron hing~ noments were
measured by means of a calibrated torque rod and the
coefficient is based on the actual chord and span of
the aileron.

All tests were made at a dynamic pressure c.?
59●7 pounds per square toot, which corresponds te a
velocity of about 150 miles per hour and a tmst Reynolds
number of approximately 4,000,002. The test program is
given in the following table.
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Aileron deflection, t30°, for all runs

Run no.

;

3
4
5

6

7

8

1 0
1 0
1 0
2 0
2 10
3 0
3 0

3
I

o, *4.1
0.3

I

Gap condition

Seal
No seal

Seal

Seal

Seal

Seal

Seal

Seal

Surface
condition

-00 th
Smooth

Roughness
strips
Smooth

Roughness
strips
Smooth

Roughness
strips

Roughness
strips

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of hinge-/Jap seal.- The effects of’sealing
the hinge gap cn the aileron characteristics can be seen
from the results presented in figure 3. With the gap
open there is a tendency for aileron 1 to overbalance
for small deflections. A similar tendency has been
found in other tests on beveled-trailing-edge ailerons.
As shown in figure 3, this tendency to overbalance was
eliminated by sealing the gap to stop the flow of air.
Apparently the pressure difference resulting from a
small deflection of the aileron is sufficient to cause
a large portion of the boundary layer to flow from one
side of the airfoil to the other through the hinge gap,
accentuating the effect of the bevel. In addition to
eliminating the overbalance, sealing the gap also reduced
the increment in lift for the larger aileron deflections.
This is not in agreement with the usually favorable
effect of sealing the gap of contour ailerons or less
severely shaped ailerons. In a practical installation
the effect of the hinge gap may, of course, be influenced
by the internal pressure in the wing.
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. .. ... ~+Zff’ect of surface condition and Reynolds number .-
Because the balanc=~ action of the bevel depends on--the
-boundary-layer thick%ss and profile, It ~s.~o be
expecte”d that the amount of’balance obtaine.d.may vary
considerably with surface roughness and Reynolds number.
Because the boundary-layer thickness near the trailing
e“dgeof the airfoil -is intimately rel.atqd.to..thedrag
coef~icient and because the form of the boundary~lajjer
profile near the trailing edge varies little for thin
airfoils at small angles of attack, it is to be expected
that the balancing action of the bevel can be related
to the drag coei’ficient of the section. Th~ effects of
Reynolds number, position of transition, and surface
condition on aileron cl:aracterlstics nay therefore be
correlated with their known effects on profile. drag.

The effect of chnnges in profile drag on the aileron
characteristics is indicated by tke rezults: pres6nted
In figure 4. The preser:ce of the roughness strips
approximately doubles the drag of the airfoil section
in each case. A comparison between the high- and low-
d??agconditions for the three conf’igu~’ationsshows that
the slope of the hinge-moment curve is reduced for small
deflections and the increment of lift is reduced for
almost all aileron deflections by the addition of the
roughness strips near the leading edge of the model.

For a consarvatlve design, tke control surface
should be proportioned so as to avoid overbalance with
the hiChest proi’lle-dra~ coefficient the win~ would.be
expected to have in service.

Although these results (fig. ,!+)nay be taken as an
indiqa~ipn of the effect of dra~ on a moderately timn
airfoil, It is Ilot thoucht tbfltthe results can be
safely c..~~iwu w airfoils of g=.~cer thicimess. Qp
thicker airfoils the boundary layer at the tra~ling
eLga ~s often considerably nearer the s.eparaticmpoint,
slid hhe behavior of the aileron under these circum-
stmces may be quite different.

EfZect of afle~-on rof’ile.- The effects of cileron
profl~o=e al +lero~l-c.ara=eristics are “presented tn
figures 4 and 5?

In fig%re L(a) the hinge moment and lift charac-
teristics are given i’oraileron.i, which had a trafllng-
edge bevel a~gle of 27°. In the smootk condition-, the
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results show
hinge+goment
linear until

that for
and lift

this moderate bevel angle the
characteristics are approxtiately

a down deflection of 25° Is reached. For
upward deflections near -10°, an ab~upt change occurs
in the slope of the hinge-moment curve. Although
aileron 1 would give the required lateral control at
low s eeds,

J
the large negative value (-0.0053) of

(~c ~da)= cabined with the characteristic positive

value of (“~ch/~a)6a for beveled-trailing-edge ailerons

would result in too large stick forces at high speeds
to suit present-day control requirements. The results
in figure L(b), win~ smooth, show that aileron 2 with
a bevel angle oi’30 , an increase of’~“ in the bevel
angle of aileron 1, would also fail to give the required
lateral control at hi 1 speed because of the too large

Pnegative value (-O.00.~+)of (bC /a6a)f.
k

Yhe results in
figure 4.(c),wing smooth, show t at ai eron 3 with a
bevel angle of 53°, an increase of 3° in the bevel angle
of aileron.2, cor,lbinedwith a reduction in aileron chord
of 0.005c had a value of -0,0020 for (~ch/~6a)a which
should be low enou@ to give the required lateral control
at high speeds oil a pursuit plane of conventional size.

A comparison of figures h(a), ~~(b),and 4.(c)shows
that by increasing the bevel angle from 27° to ~5° the
slope of tklehinge-monent curve is proflressively reduced
at small deflections, resulting in considerable curva-
ture of the hinge-moment curve, while the lif’t-
characteristic curves remain about the same for the
three ailerons.

No contour aileron was tested for comparison with
the modified aileron; hence, it is not possible to
state definitely that the results of thase ies~s show
an increase in the range of useful deflection over the
usual contour aileron, although low values of the hinge
moment appear to be extended to greater deflections than
is ordinarily found for conventional shapes.

Figure 5 gives a comparison of drag polars for the
modified aileron section and the plain wing section
with and without a 0.187c contour aileron. This com-
parison shows that in the range of test Reynolds number
an increase in minimum profile drag Cdomin of about

.
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0.0002 resulted from defoming the plain section with a
contour “aileron to form the modified section and aileron.

*cause the resalts given in figure 6, wing leading
edge rough, showed that a 350 bevel angle would just
balance out ths aileron hinge mmmnts with the modol at
0° angle of attack, tests wel’emade bo determine the
characteristics of aileron 3 with the model, leading
edge rough, at other angles of attack.
(fig. 6) show that,

Those results
as the anglg of attack was increased

from 0° to 4.1° and to 8.3°, aileron ~ skewed positive
hinge-moment slopes in the negative deflection rrn{je.
It will be noted, however, that the”conbtnation of right
and lei’tailerons is not overbalanced.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laborato~*y,
NatI.on&l Adv~.sory Cowml.ttee i’orAeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., Ap2il 8, 194!}.
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TABLE Z

AIRFOIL ORDINATESO? IN‘TERMEDIATEWING SEOTION OF

Plain wing section - Modified
x/e

o
.0125
.025
● OS
,075
● 10
.15
.20
.25
● 30
:?
?
.45
● 50
.60
1:;

.805

.8125

.815

.8175

.82

.85
● 90
● 95
.99

1,000

q+a
o

● 018!+
.026
.0 6i
438

:0500
.0 8

%!ao 4
:~y

.0787

.W93
● 0790
7

69
: :5J;
: :;~:

.

.0228
● 0133
.0056
.0011

0

yT/h “%/0

-.0134
-.0181
-.o~
-.030

i?
i!

-.0 9
-00 12
-,046
-.(yjok
-.(I5M
=’.0550
-.05-2

i-.05 ~
-.0 0

if?-.0 7
-.031-
-.016ii
-.016
-.015z
%0151$
-.01 1

?-.01 3
-ooll~
-.0066
-. 0021+
-.0011
0

0 6

W-51 AIRPLANE

wing section

● 15
.20

.01.0

.85

::

●Q
,(I
.0
.0
.0
●0
.0
●0
.0
.(I
.0
::
.0
.0 !20

Y#c
o

?’-.01
-.01 2
-ma
-.03c?

?
-.0 9
-.0 12
-.*

2-.050
-.0546;
-.0550
-.05 2

J-8: 5
-*

z ~.
::0319 “
-.01 ~

i!-.0 0
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c- Pl?ESENT A2i5POP T OF 36 -INCH
CHORD /WODEk

figure /. - COmpcvvson of ai/e~on ~hape~ tested &W fP-SI
airplane. Configuration C id mode/ conf~guration
~eported herein.
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Figure ~.. Effect of hinge sap on section aileron characteriatlcs
of aileron 1 on e scale model of the intermediate wing aectlon of
the XT-51 airpime. ao.o”; wing smooth (Cd. * .00).15);R, 4 x 106.
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(a) (Aileron 1.
Figure L.- Effect of wing leading-edge roughnezs on section

aileron characteristics of a modlf’ied aileron on a scale
model of the intermediate wing 8ectlon of the XP-51 airplane.
Qo, OO; eealed; R, b x 106.
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Modlfled aileron section - aileron 1

0 ––seal
+–-No seal

.6a,.09; R, 4 x 106

Plaln wing section: R, 6 X 106 (fig. 5 - ref. 3)
—— .—. _ plaln wlni $ectlon-with 0.187c con~our aileron:

R, 6 x Iob:no seal. (fig:10 - ref. 3) -

Figure5.- Compariaonof the dragPolarsof the modified
wing aectlon with aileron 1 and the plain wing with end
withouta contourCiil(3rOII.
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mgure 6.- SeCtlon aileron ChaFaCterlsti C8 Of aileron 3 on a
8cale model of the intermediate wing section of the
airplane.

X&l
Wing leading-edge rough, sealed; R, b x 10 .
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